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Reddit Roundup: Where | look at Reddit and weep openly 

POSTREPLY « {¢ Search this topic.._ [Search 

Re: Reddit Roundup: Where | look at Reddit and weep openly 
Dy Malicioso » 21 Mar 2016, 23:03 

does reddit have linkbacks? we prolly trolled half these ppl on cwcki forums or 789 i don't want to deal with these fucks again lol. 

“ spasticnerfbag wrote: 

thank you fro reading 

musicoloav 

Re: Reddit Roundup: Where I look at Reddit and weep openly 
Dby PickleSuitTW > 21 Mar 2016, 23:25 
Thaven't seen any linkbacks from arbitrary sites on Reddit. There's the TotesMessenger bot, which posts which subreddits have linked to a topii 

Clubbing Was Way More 

Fun In the Old Days 

re-yoga; keep rolling it up, and living! 

Re: Reddit Roundup: Where | look at Reddit and weep openly 
Dby hot jughoad » 21 Mar 2046, 23:36 

66 Aaron Eghekhart wrote: 
we prolly trolled half these ppl on cwcki forums or 789i don't want to deal with these fucks again fol. 

hahaha truuuuuu 

creepy right-wing nerd internet is a small, small world 

Everything is EVIL 

Re: Reddit Roundup: Where | look at Reddit and weep openly 
Diby Malicioso » 22 Mar 2016, 00:57 

66 Prince Alt wrote: 

66 Aaron Eghckhart wrote: 
‘we prolly trolled half these ppl on cwcki forums or 789i don't want to deal with these fucks again lol. 

hahaha truuuuuu 

creepy right-wing nerd internet is a small, small world 

at least one of those sonichu rp twitter accounts went altright 

“ spasticnerfbag wrot 

thank you fro reading 

musicoloav 

Re: Reddit Roundup: Where I look at Reddit and weep openly 
Dby PickleSuitFTW > 28 Mar 2016, 23:07 
Today | saw a drawing of John from Garfield ejaculating inside a jack-o-lantern. But that isn't the worst thing ve seen today. This is. 

When | first started reading this Reddit post, I thought, “hold on, | have to get some alcohol for this occassion.” So | got a shot of whiskey. I decided | would sip a bit every time | read an incomprehensible leap of logic. 

Thad to drink about every 4 sentences. 

Also, in addition to being intensely creepy, there's also some transphobia and ableism in it as well. You've been warned: 

https://imgur.com/Rnvwzry 

Clubbing Was Way More 

within that topic. But that’s it. So we should be safe, thankfully. 
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Re: Reddit Roundup: Where | look at Reddit and weep openly y 
Dby PickleSuitFTW » 03 Apr 2016, 13:03 

| Ijust donated $27 to Bernie Sanders because if he wins, he'll legalize weed 

112comments share save hide report [I=c] 
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Posts: 4242 
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9, 17:50 

Re: Reddit Roundup: Where | look at Reddit and weep openly y 

Dy goombapolice » 04 Apr 2016, 07:45 

ove how the very important issue of stopping a practice that incarcerates (mostly black) kids is usually boiled down to WOOO PARTY PLANT NEEDS 2 BE FREE 

HONOR! MOLL 

Posts: 12230 Soved: 14 Mar 2009, 21:56 IRE Wick: poombapciice Moodt stressed 
Bm 

Re: Reddit Roundup: Where | look at Reddit and weep openly 7 (favors) 
Dby PickleSuitFTW » 09 Apr 2016, 11:54 

(+ from cisw 
Lam CisWhiteMaelstrom: Moderator of /r/The_Donald and Senior Endorsed Contributor of /r/TheRedPill. I am a VERY 

big deal on Reddit and I demand that you stop posting content from my subreddit. Will you comply? 

jeMaclstr: n © ["Tam a VERY big dea...|[H) to /r/ShitRedditSays sent 12 hours ago 

slink mod source spam remove report block user unmute user mark unread full comment 

Note that this was posted to ShitRedditsays, a subreddit where people post and mock what reddit users say. Looks like someone can't handle the heat. 
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Re: Reddit Roundup: Where | look at Reddit and weep openly 7 (fauore) 
Dby wood » 10 Apr 2016, 00:16 
hope the answer was “no” 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply > i@ 9 

wood 
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Re: Reddit Roundup: Where I look at Reddit and weep openly VY (avore) 
Dby PickleSuiteTW » 10 Apr 2016, 11:17 
https:/ /mww.reddit.com/r/ShitRedditsays ... ruit_here/ 

“ 
‘The following is a non-exhaustive list of good sources for Tuber Tuesday: 

Ir /TheRedPill 

Jr/The_Donald (Please note it has been brought to our attention that this man gets very upset when you link to /r/The_Donald, so please bear his sensitivities in mind.) 

Clubbing Was Way More 
Fun In the Old Days 



re-yaga; keep rolling it up, and living! 

Re: Reddit Roundup: Where I look at Reddit and weep openly 
Dy PickleSuitFTW » 17 May 2016, 23:56 

‘*qu0TE ] 

‘A couple days ago, Reddit “quarantined” he /r/european subreddit. /r/european described itself as 2 “free speech sub,” and given that this is Reddit, you don't haye to be a genius to guess what that mers, 

So what is quarantining? Its when Reddit restricts a subreddit to only logged-in Reddit users. Also, Reddit doesn't show any ads on the subreddit. You might ask, well, why doesn't Reddit just ban the subreddit, and that's a great question. 
| think Reddit wants to attract new users and prevent bad publicity (like what happened with violentacrez), while keeping the users that they already have. Quarantining is Reddit's way of having their cake and eating it too. 

‘The users of /r/european were very glad that Reddit decided to keep the subreddit instead of banning it... NOT! The /r/european mods took their ball and went home. They made the subreddit private, and put links to substitute forums 
outside of Reddit in the description. The users who didn't leave Reddit also had ample opportunities to express their “free speech” by posting on still-unquarantined subreddits such as /r/europeannationalism. Pity the poor oppressed 
/r/european users! 

Other Reddit shitholes didn’t take kindly to the news, either: 

“For a long time FatPeopleHate, european and theredpill were considered by many as the holy triad of reddit hhatespeech’. Now only one is left.” -TheRedPill 
“First they came for the racists, and | did nothing because | wasn't a racist...” -KotakuinAction 

Clubbing Was Way More 

Fun In the Old Day 

re-yaga; keep rolling it up, and living! 

Re: Reddit Roundup: Where | look at Reddit and weep openly Y {fouore 
Diy Deano » 09 Aug 2016, 06:03 

Ali, you will love this guy. Dude is talking about suing WB because he is mad about there not being a bunch of Joker scenes in Suicide Squad which had been promised in the trailer. 

There's a kernel of an interesting point in there; trailers having stuff which doesn't make the final film does kind of feel like false advertising and feels like it points to a structural problem with how the industry works, and comparing the 
trailers to the final film would probably useful if you were going to try to figure out what the thing looked like before it got hacked about and butchered in response to the BvS backlash. But wow, the entitlement, either this guy is the 
Platonic form of the reddity shitlord with no sense of priorities or this is a masterfully crafted troll piece. 

(Also, driving from Scotland to London for a movie premiere is absurd. | mean, you will probably see the film earlier. But how is Suicide Squad, of all movies, worth doing that for?) 

Re: Reddit Roundup: Where | look at Reddit and weep openly Y {Souore 

Dy hot jughead * 09 Aug 2016, 07:28 

“ 
‘Movie Trailers are like food menus, they give you a preview of what your gonna get. if you look at a McDonald's menu and you choose to get your favourite burger, presented/showcased in a nice picture with pickles, chicken, mild 
cheese(you're favourite, inact...that's the only reason you're getting this burger...because you love mild cheese). So you use your hard worked money to pay for this burger, you get the burger, but only to find out that...this isn't the burger 
you ordered. Yes it has pickles and chicken...but...it doesn't have mild cheese...it has regular cheese. 

what an artfully bad analogy, this def lends credence 2 “masterfully crafted troll piece” but on the same token i dunno its reddit i feel like there's a solid enough contingent of ppl actually that stupid there 

on the real tho there is SO MUCH stuff from the trailers that's either just straight-up not in there or barely resembles the way it was presented so i imagine there's like, a larger amount of ppl than normal riled about this shit cuz comic 
book summer tentpole + tumultuous production convincing internet yahoos they got dicked out of a masterpiece rather than they just saw the worst possible ver. of a bad idea 

Everything is EVIL 

{Sauore Re: Reddit Roundup: Where I look at Reddit and weep openly 
Dby goombapolice » 09 Aug 2016, 07:31 
(you're favourite, in-fact...that's the only reason you're getting this burger...because you love mild cheese) 

Re: Reddit Roundup: Where | look at Reddit and weep openly y 
Dy goombapalice » 09 Aug 2016, 07:34 

Reddit is blocked at work, can someone please paste it here? 
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Re: Reddit Roundup: Where I look at Reddit and weep openly 7 ‘Sauer 
Dy hot jughead » 09 Aug 2016, 07:39 

“ 
‘My brother (who is a lawyer) and I are going to sue WB and DC for false advertising, misleading visual images and gaining a profit from us and millions others due to these acts. Our case has been accepted. We begin 11.08.16 

‘Movie Trailers are like food menus, they give you a preview of what your gonna get. If you look at a McDonald's menu and you choose to get your favourite burger, presented/showcased in a nice picture with pickles, chicken, mild 
hat’s the only reason you're getting this burger...because you lave mild cheese). So you use your hard worked money to pay for this burger, you get the burger, but only to find out that...this isn't the burger 

‘ = 

cheese(you're favourite, in-fact.. 
you ordered. Yes it has pickles and chicken...but...it doesn't have mild cheese...it has regular cheese. 
Suicide Squad trailers showcased several SPECIFIC Joker scenes that I had to pay for the whole movie just so that | can go watch those SPECIFIC SCENES that WB/DC had advertised in their trailers and TV spots. These scenes are: When Joker 
banged his head on his car window, when Joker says, “let me show you my toys", when Joker punchs the roof of his car, when Joker drops a bomb with his face all messed up and says, “BYE BYE!". Non of these scenes were in the movie. | drove 
300 miles to London to go watch these specific scenes they had explicitly advertised in their TV ads...and they didn't show them to me. Adding to this, they were also 2 specific Katana scenes they advertised that were also the reason I wanted 
to go watch the movie, These scenes were: Katana’s eyes going black, and a slow motion shot of her and her sword taking souls...in a smokey kind of style. These scenes were advertised several times in the 1st trailer and many TV ads...but 
they didn’t show it to me in the movie. | wasted alot of money paying and travelling to go watch this movie because of these specific scenes they had advertised to me and all of us saying, “hey, check out our preview! this will all be in our 
movie, come watch it on the Sthi!". Allies, | told the theatre about this unjust act and said | didn't get what | came here to see...can | have my money back. They laughed at me and kicked me out. So I'm now taking this to court. | want my 
refund, the trauma of being embarrassed as | was being kicked out and people laughing at me for wanting my refund, and also the 160 pounds of fuel money | used to drive to London from Scotland. Ret hand Fern ae 

epic scenes in trailers...but their never shown in the movies. Its unjust. If you advertise something...give me what you have advertised. Period. This is becoming a habbit with movie studios, showi 
| just want to say, join me if you feel the same way. Let's stop this nonsense of false bullshitery...and don't let them bribe you with their “deluxe premium special directors gold extended edition supreme cut” nonsense. You should get what 
they advertised as their first theatre showing and what you have paid for based on what they have showed you in their advertisements. 
Our court process will begin on 11/08/16 this week. ravorte Por 
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Re: Reddit Roundup: Where | look at Reddit and weep openly 7 {fovore 
Diby Deano » 09 Aug 2016, 07:44 

66 Prince Ali wrote: 
Bite seal tel hee 50 HUGH st frm testa ether fst aero ore race ee Is erscanon = aioe fees Wes rp smc opt tne ermal el set Ee co hack J a 
summer tentpole + tumultuous production convincing internet yahoos they got dicked out of a masterpiece rather than they just saw the worst possible ver. of a bad idea 

‘A dreadful thought occurs: what if this wasn't the worst possible version? What if those reshoots and re-edits and general tinkerings-about actually genuinely improved the movie over the original vision? What if there is an even worse 
director's cut of Suicide Squad out there, waiting to pounce on us? 

tal Block: Worked into a shoot 
Favorite Porn: Asuka/N. Cross f 
Bm 

Re: Reddit Roundup: Where | look at Reddit and weep openly Y {fouore 
Dy hot jughead » 09 Aug 2016, 07:52 

66 Dean Cricket wrot 
‘A dreadful thought occurs: what if this wasn't the worst possible version? What f those reshoots and re-edits and general tinkerings-about actually genuinely improved the movie over the original vision? What f there is an even worse director's 4° 
cut of Suicide Squad out there, waiting to pounce on us? - 

hot jughead 

Posts: 29: 
Joined: 23 Feb 2009, 19:24 
Location: ice hell 
Mental Block: if i can't smoke & swear 
Favorite Porn: boys’ li 

Bu 3 

Everything is EVIL 

Re: Reddit Roundup: Where I look at Reddit and weep openly 7 (Sauer 
Dby Deano » 09 Aug 2036, 07:58 
Edited highlights of OP BlackPanther2016's further contributions to the discussion: 

“ 

Strafe_Log_Jump: Well, youve picked a really tiny hill to die on. 
BlackPanther2016: [d rather die on a tiny hil fighting for what | believe in, than seat here doing nothing as | get butt fucked by some sleezy studio executives. 
Strafe_Log_Jump: You must believe in more important things than this. You know what you can do next time? Don't watch any trailers. Or, and here's a really crazy idea, wait for reviews of something before going to see it. 
BlackPanther 2016: | do. But I fight for what's right, doesn’t matter what the scale of the issue i. | simply just seek justice. And yeah youre right, | have learnt my lesson, Ill probably be avoiding movie trailers from now on. 
henryhyde: You have a pretty loose definition of justice if this isthe line in the sand you have decided to draw. 
BlackPanther2016: Hate to sound all Vin Diesel - ih to you but, justice is justice, doesn't matter the size of the situation. | draw the Ene on every situation, 

Location: Sr 
Mental Block: Werks 

“ Favorite Porn: 

Tm not here to seek for your approval. So I honestly couldn't careless about what you all think. fm just here to encourage people who feel the same way to stand up and speak out, be it 1 or 2 people - that’s good enough to make a difference. Bn 
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stand up. 

“ 

Re: Reddit Roundup: Where | look at Reddit and weep openly 
Dy goombapolice » 09 Aug 2016, 09:09 

What a fucking loon hahahah 
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No need for name calling. If you're referring to helping people in need, | already do that. But | also lke to stand up for myself from time to time. I apologise if that somehow offends you. 

It's actually me who is being, “whiney”. My brother he’s just in it because Im paying him to lead the case. He actually didn’t want anything to do with this. 

(Quick Reply’ 

I didn't say 'm going to win this, but Im certainly not just gonna seat and do nothing. Whatever is going to happen can happen. If you share this and join me we might have a chance. What these studios are doing is simply wrong, and it's time we 
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